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1 The New Scope of Technology, Knowledge and Learning

The new scope of Technology, Knowledge and Learning emphasizes the increased interest

on adaptive and personalized digital learning environments. Educational researchers are

faced with new research challenges in the beginning of the twenty-first century, especially

focusing on digital learning, game-based learning, automated assessment, and learning

analytics. In order to provide a source of reference for future submissions to Technology,

Knowledge and Learning, the following sections highlight the key themes of the journal.

1.1 Digital Learning

Digital learning is defined as any set of technology-based methods that can be applied to

support learning and instruction (Wheeler 2012). There are many emerging opportunities

for research in digital learning aiming to improve the learner’s experience and promoting

deeper engagement to achieve higher-order thinking skills and to optimize learning
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outcomes as well as guarantee high-quality learning design and instruction. Accordingly,

research in digital learning concentrates not so much on technology as on learning and

teaching by avoiding techno-deterministic solutions in favour of the developments of tools

that support the learners’ characteristics, learning processes, and instructional practice.

Manuscripts submitted to Technology, Knowledge and Learning which focus on digital

learning may address the following research questions and beyond:

• Which learning performance data are most relevant for building intelligent systems that

can foster deeper learner engagement with content, processes, and contexts inherent in

digital learning, and how can these data be best used—synchronously and asynchro-

nously—for this purpose?

• Which challenges do we face and which obstacles do we need to overcome when we

target higher-order thinking skills as final outcomes in digital learning environments?

• Which aspects of human computer interaction constraint or facilitate individual and

group learning beyond improving simple telematic resources (massive distribution and

access) or benefits of asynchronous study-activity?

1.2 Game-Based Learning and Gamification

Digital game-based technologies are nudging the field to redefine what is meant by

learning and instruction in the twenty-first century (Ifenthaler et al. 2012). Games and

gamified learning environments provide many of the essential affordances that are needed

for learning in complex contexts and are different from any other media because they

provide an inherent focus on learning progression and the application of multiple com-

petencies (Sandford and Williamson 2005). Further, game-based learning makes it possible

to learn on a massive scale by doing things that people do in the world outside of an

educational institution (Ifenthaler et al. 2012).

Therefore, a mature theory of game-based learning should take into account the

underlying principles by which they work as learning environments (Pirnay-Dummer et al.

2012). This perspective requires a more scientific attitude with regard to the design and

implementation of game-based learning as well as a stronger emphasis on validated

measures of learning and competencies within these learning environments (Eseryel et al.

2013). Moreover, state of the art research studies focusing on innovative game-based

learning environments for providing evidence of their effectiveness are scant (Eseryel et al.

2011). Manuscripts submitted to Technology, Knowledge and Learning which focus on

game-based learning and gamification may address the following research questions and

beyond:

• Which categories of Bloom’s cognitive, affective, and psychomotor domains of

learning are ‘‘best fits’’ for game-based learning, and what do direct, unobtrusive

measurements of these categories look like? How do they function? What sorts of

evidence can be generated about these categories and used for supporting improvement

in these domains? How do these instruments differ across subject areas?

• How do games designed for learning convey the actual ongoing factors of play within

the process of learning, e.g., exploiting in-game status, positive emotional states,

curiosity, or flow while still be sufficiently directed at learning?
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1.3 Automated Assessment

Theoretical foundations of human thinking and learning and interrelated assessment

techniques have been widely discussed among cognitive scientists, psychologists, and

educators. As a result, Snow (Snow 1990) has requested precise definitions for theoretical

constructs, links to other theoretical approaches, and specific assessment strategies.

Common forms of assessment include formative and progress assessment (i.e., a pro-

cess-oriented monitoring of learning throughout the course of learning), summative

assessment (i.e., a summary of learning outcomes after a specified period of time), self-

assessment (i.e., learners make judgments about their own achievements), peer-assessment

(i.e., peers make judgments about other learners’ achievements), criterion-based assess-

ment (i.e., comparison of outcomes against pre-determined criteria), normative assessment

(i.e., comparison of outcomes against a pre-determined distribution), and authentic

assessment (i.e., embedded in real-world setting).

Despite the advances in cognitive and psychological research as well as in educational

technology, assessment practice in educational institutions has not changed remarkably for

decades (Ifenthaler and Dikli in press). Still, the rapid advancement of computer-based

technologies provides great potential for the enhancement of automated assessments.

Manuscripts submitted to Technology, Knowledge and Learning which focus on automated

assessment may address the following research questions and beyond:

• Which types of learning performances are ‘‘best fits’’ for advanced computer-based

assessment, and which are not? Why?

• What can be gained by the exploitation of process data and by the use of behavioral

indicators of test taking behavior? What are the benefits from a learning perspective,

what are the benefits from an assessment perspective? And what are the limits?

• Do the methods and the overarching methodological approaches that are currently

available suffice to tackle the new assessment challenges? What kinds of developments

from a methodological perspective are needed in the near future (e.g., educational data

mining)?

• Are the indicators that are currently used due to their availability, computability and

ease of tracking really symptomatic for the quality of learning processes or are they

merely simple co-occurrences, e.g., where the length of an answer may correspond to

some level with overall quality in most cases?

1.4 Learning Analytics

Learning analytics uses dynamic information about learners and learning environments—

assessing, eliciting and analysing them—for real-time modelling, prediction and optimi-

zation of learning processes, learning environments, and educational decision-making

(Ifenthaler in press). Currently, promising learning analytics applications are being

developed which presuppose a seamless and system-inherent analyses of learner’s pro-

gression in order to personalize and continuously adapt their learning environment.

Learning analytics is expected to provide the pedagogical and technological background

for producing real-time interventions at all times during the learning process. The avail-

ability of such personalised, dynamic, and timely feedback shall support the learner’s self-

regulated learning as well as increase their motivation and success. For the teachers the

arising technologies will provide more and more real-time analysis and monitoring on the

individual level, allowing to seismograph particularly instable factors, like motivation or
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attention losses or classroom disturbances, before they occur. However, such automated

systems may also hinder the development of competences such as critical thinking,

metacognition, reflection, and autonomous learning, especially when too few, too much, or

the wrong kind of feedback is provided.

Clearly, more educational data does not always make better educational data (Greller

and Drachsler 2012). Hence, learning analytics has its obvious limitations and data col-

lected from various educational sources can have multiple meanings. Therefore, serious

concerns and challenges are associated with the application of learning analytics, which

shall be addressed and critically reflected. Manuscripts submitted to Technology, Knowl-

edge and Learning which focus on learning analytics may address the following research

questions and beyond:

• How do learning and assessment connect with each other in the context of educational

technology? Which steps need to be taken to build fully integrated learning and

assessment tools?

• How can learning analytics systems be controlled to balance evidence-based, real-time

assessment (especially self-assessment) with intelligent digital systems designed to

foster critical thinking and problem solving?

2 Contributors to the Inaugural Special Issue

With the rapid development of information and communication technologies, digital

learning significantly transformed over the past 25 years. Especially the evolution of

functionalities of the Web has strongly influenced advances and implications for online

learning and instruction as well as its delivery models (Masters 2011; Ifenthaler 2012).

However, the major lesson to be learned from research in the area of digital learning is that

what happens in learning environments is quite complex and multi-faceted (Clark 1994;

Kozma 1994). Further, learners cannot learn from technology, rather, technology is a

vehicle to support the processes of learning (Clark 1994).

This Inaugural Special Issue of Technology, Knowledge and Learning focuses on the

challenges of education in a connected world. The continuous enthusiasm in emerging

educational technology has changed the way students and teachers interact, share infor-

mation, showcase ideas, and assess the quality of content and contributions. A significant

interest in new forms of digital learning over the past few years resulted in alternative

delivery modes of education, such as MOOCs (Massively Open Online Courses) or

MMORPGs (Massively Multiplayer Online Role-Playing Games), already adopted by

major education providers. Through interaction in such digital learning environments,

learners and educators generate rich datasets that have the potential to improve learning

experiences and processes, learning environments, as well as educational decision-making.

These sophisticated educational databases and network technologies contribute an espe-

cially wide variety of applications for an automated computer-based assessment of indi-

vidual and group knowledge as well as competencies.

Sascha Wüstenberg (University of Luxembourg), Matthias Stadler (University of

Luxembourg), Jarkko Hautamäki (University of Helsinki), and Samuel Greiff (University

of Luxembourg) examine in their original research article, The role of strategy knowledge

for the application of strategies in complex problem solving task, whether students’

knowledge of a certain strategy would be sufficient to explain variance in solving an

interactive complex problem solving task.
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Yigal Rosen (Pearson) offers in his original research article, Comparability of conflict

opportunities in human-to-human and human-to-agent online collaborative problem

solving, strategies for evaluating complex collaborative problem solving process data and

provides recommendations for the development of different modes of assessments in

complex problem solving.

In Unifying computer-based assessment across conceptual instruction, problem-solving,

and digital games, William L. Miller (Reasoning Mind Inc.), Ryan S. Baker (Columbia

University), and Lisa M. Rossi (Georgia Institute of Technology) show, in their original

research article, ways in which student learning can be modeled across game activities.

Their findings suggest that integrating data across activities does not improve predictive

power relative to using data from just one activity.

Benjamin E. Erlandson (Essential Complexity) investigates in his original research

article, Improving learners’ ability to recognize emergence with embedded assessment in a

virtual watershed, the relationships between water cycle knowledge and the ability to

recognize emergence in complex system using a multilevel growth model.

In Educational data mining and learning analytics: Applications to constructionist

research, Matthew Berland (University of Wisconsin—Madison), Ryan S. Baker

(Columbia University), and Paulo Blikstein (Standford University) present an integrative

review article focusing on the relevance of educational data mining which help to provide a

basis for quantitative research on constructionist learning and learning environments.

Dirk Ifenthaler (Deakin University) and Chathuranga Widanapathirana (Open Univer-

sities Australia) present a holistic learning analytics framework and alternative approaches

to educational data analytics in their work-in-progress article, Development and validation

of a learning analytics framework: Two case studies using support vector machines.

The emerging technology report, AKOVIA: Automated Knowledge Visualization and

Assessment, by Dirk Ifenthaler (Deakin University) reviews a web-based tool for the

automated analysis of natural language and graphical knowledge representations.

The inaugural special issue concludes with a book review by Chronis Kynigos (Uni-

versity of Athens). The edited volume titled, The mathematics teacher in the digital era, is

a useful resource which provides insights into the current knowledge base of technology-

based mathematics education with a special focus on the mathematics teacher.

The articles of the inaugural special issue demonstrate the many complex interactions

between educational technology, cognitive psychology, and pedagogical implications

which shall be critically examined in future issues of Technology, Knowledge and

Learning. All article types of Technology, Knowledge and Learning (see www.springer.

com/10758?detailsPage=societies) are represented in this inaugural special issue and shall

inspire researchers to submit their innovative work for advancing theoretical, empirical,

and practical knowledge in this fast evolving field.
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